THE MARRIAGE MERGER (MARRIAGE TO A BILLIONAIRE
#4)

What is your first impression about the marriage merger (marriage to a billionaire #4)
by jennifer probst her sisters have found wedded bliss with their wealthy,wonderful
dream men, but not julietta conte. she’s stayed on terra firma as top executive of the
family’s corporation, la dolce famiglia bakery. work is her passion, and her trendy milan
apartment her sanctuary until sawyer wells, a masculine masterpiece in a suit, lures her
out of hiding with an irresistible off her sisters have found wedded bliss with their
wealthy,wonderful dream men, but not julietta conte. she’s stayed on terra firma as top
executive of the family’s corporation, la dolce famiglia bakery. work is her passion, and
her trendy milan apartment her sanctuary until sawyer wells, a masculine masterpiece in
a suit, lures her out of hiding with an irresistible offer: an exclusive partnership with his
international chain of boutique hotels. julietta’s been burned before—and trusting her

brother-in-law’s friend, whose powerful gaze alone has her rethinking the best use of a
conference room, is the riskiest proposition. but with a once-in-a-career chance to take
the bakery global, will she mix stone-cold business with red-hot seduction? ...more
Download: the-marriage-merger-----marriage-to-a-billionaire-4.pdf
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THE BILLIONAIRE'S APPRENTICE: HOW 21 BILLIONAIRES USED
DRIVE, LUCK AND RISK TO ACHIEVE COLOSSAL SUCCESS
as mentioned in yahoo finance, wall street journal's marketwatch, and msn money,
the billionaire's apprentice provides a complete account of the business lives of
twenty-one extraordinary billionaires. this book is for people that want to learn the
ins and outs of business by studying the examples of the best. just as a
philosopher might study plato or socrates to establis as mentioned in yahoo
finance, wall street journal's marketwatch, and msn money, the billionaire's
apprentice provides a complete account of the business lives of twenty-one
extraordinary billionaires. this book is for people that want to learn the ins and
outs of business by studying the examples of the best. just as a philosopher might
study plato or socrates to establish a philosophical foundation, so too a
Readable/Downloadable
businessman can study the greatest businessmen and women in order to establish
a business foundation. while reading this book you will realize that these
billionaires are ordinary men and women who have achieved incredible success
through hard work, determination, luck, and risk. you will be inspired to aim big
and most importantly, to learn about business. included in the selection are
accounts from the lives of amancio ortega, andrew carnegie, cheung yan (a.k.a.
zhang yin), daniel k. ludwig, frederick w. smith, frederic tudor, friedrich
weyerhauser, gina rinehart, haroldson lafayette hunt, howard hughes, jean paul
getty, john jacob astor, john paul dejoria, john huntsman (sr.), john kluge, john d.
macarthur, john d. rockefeller, manoj bharghava, roman arkadyevich abromovich,
sheldon adelson, steve wynn, and t. boone pickens." ...more

A MAINE CHRISTMAS OR TWO - A DUET: THE BILLIONAIRE'S ANGEL &AMP; A
MERMAID ISLE CHRISTMAS (THE SINCLAIRS 0 5 INCLUDED)
a maine christmas…or two 180 pages - estimated this book contains two brand new, steamy,
contemporary romance christmas stories from ny times and usa today bestselling author j.s. scott
and cali mackay.although these stories are connected to both authors’ current series, they are
easily stand-alone reads with no cliff hangers. the billionaire’s angel by j.s. scott - conside a
maine christmas…or two 180 pages - estimated this book contains two brand new, steamy,
contemporary romance christmas stories from ny times and usa today bestselling author j.s. scott
and cali mackay.although these stories are connected to both authors’ current series, they are
easily stand-alone reads with no cliff hangers. the billionaire’s angel by j.s. scott - considered an
eccentric beast by most of the residents in amesport, maine, billionaire grady sinclair stays
isolated on his private peninsula in a grand mansion most people are afraid to approach. the
arrangement suits grady just fine, until a fearless angel lands on his doorstep, making him
painfully aware of how lonely he really is, and how much he wants to keep the fiery blonde
cherub for his very own. but will he have to become the monster the townspeople believe him to
be in order to get his christmas wish?emily ashworth needs money, and plenty of it. as director of
Readable/Downloadable
the youth center of amesport, she either finds the funds she needs to supply christmas presents
and other items she needs to purchase to give the kids of amesport a christmas, or they won’t
have one at all. desperate, she ventures to the amesport peninsula to ask the wealthiest person in
the area to provide a christmas for her misplaced, abused, or troubled kids, and to help keep the
doors of the much-needed refuge open. emily is shocked when she meets grady, and surprisingly
more attracted to him than she has ever been to any man. he might have seemed like a barbarian
in the beginning, but emily quickly learns that grady is nothing like she’d imagined. was the
monster of amesport truly the very devil, or just a lonely man who needs the gift of love for
christmas? a mermaid isle christmas by cali mackay – once aidan nordson made his fortune, he
was finally able to leave behind the world that left him broken and scarred. escaping to mermaid
isle, all he wants is to be left alone to live his life and deal with his demons, but when a blizzard
hits and strands chloe madison at his door, the gorgeous and feisty brunette stirs feelings in him
he’d rather push away. forced together by fate and circumstance, can aidan let go of the past that
haunts him so he can learn to love again or will the storm in his heart swallow him in its
darkness? note: these are steamy romances and suitable for readers 18+ due to graphic language
and sexual content. ...more
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BILLIONAIRE'S VIRGIN MISTRESS (INNOCENT MISTRESS, VIRGIN
BRIDE)
the orphaned tess is told that she is to inherit her long-lost grandfather dell
lorimer's fortune by his current heir, cade. her father was a junkie, and she doesn't
want to remember him! so tess refuses to cooperate, but is moved by cade's
serious eyes and dell's honest heart. tess accepts the offer and tours the lorimer
family business, growing more and more attracted to the orphaned tess is told that
she is to inherit her long-lost grandfather dell lorimer's fortune by his current heir,
cade. her father was a junkie, and she doesn't want to remember him! so tess
refuses to cooperate, but is moved by cade's serious eyes and dell's honest heart.
tess accepts the offer and tours the lorimer family business, growing more and
more attracted to cade until... .more
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A MAINE CHRISTMAS OR TWO - A DUET: THE BILLIONAIRE'S
ANGEL &AMP; A MERMAID ISLE CHRISTMAS (THE SINCLAIRS 0 5)
a maine christmas…or two 180 pages - estimated this book contains two brand
new, steamy, contemporary romance christmas stories from ny times and usa
today bestselling author j.s. scott and cali mackay.although these stories are
connected to both authors’ current series, they are easily stand-alone reads with no
cliff hangers. the billionaire’s angel by j.s. scott - conside a maine christmas…or
two 180 pages - estimated this book contains two brand new, steamy,
contemporary romance christmas stories from ny times and usa today bestselling
author j.s. scott and cali mackay.although these stories are connected to both
authors’ current series, they are easily stand-alone reads with no cliff hangers. the
billionaire’s angel by j.s. scott - considered an eccentric beast by most of the
residents in amesport, maine, billionaire grady sinclair stays isolated on his
private peninsula in a grand mansion most people are afraid to approach. the
arrangement suits grady just fine, until a fearless angel lands on his doorstep,
making him painfully aware of how lonely he really is, and how much he wants to
keep the fiery blonde cherub for his very own. but will he have to become the
monster the townspeople believe him to be in order to get his christmas
wish?emily ashworth needs money, and plenty of it. as director of the youth
Readable/Downloadable
center of amesport, she either finds the funds she needs to supply christmas
presents and other items she needs to purchase to give the kids of amesport a
christmas, or they won’t have one at all. desperate, she ventures to the amesport
peninsula to ask the wealthiest person in the area to provide a christmas for her
misplaced, abused, or troubled kids, and to help keep the doors of the muchneeded refuge open. emily is shocked when she meets grady, and surprisingly
more attracted to him than she has ever been to any man. he might have seemed
like a barbarian in the beginning, but emily quickly learns that grady is nothing
like she’d imagined. was the monster of amesport truly the very devil, or just a
lonely man who needs the gift of love for christmas? a mermaid isle christmas by
cali mackay – once aidan nordson made his fortune, he was finally able to leave
behind the world that left him broken and scarred. escaping to mermaid isle, all he
wants is to be left alone to live his life and deal with his demons, but when a
blizzard hits and strands chloe madison at his door, the gorgeous and feisty
brunette stirs feelings in him he’d rather push away. forced together by fate and
circumstance, can aidan let go of the past that haunts him so he can learn to love
again or will the storm in his heart swallow him in its darkness? note: these are
steamy romances and suitable for readers 18+ due to graphic language and sexual
content. ...more

THE BILLIONAIRE'S APPRENTICE: THE RISE OF THE INDIAN-AMERICAN ELITE AND THE FALL OF THE
GALLEON HEDGE FUND
just as wasps, irish-catholics and our crowd jews once made the ascent from immigrants to powerbrokers, it is now the indianamerican's turn. citigroup, pepsico and mastercard are just a handful of the fortune 500 companies led by a group known as the
"twice blessed." yet little is known about how these indian emigres (and children of emigres) rose through the ranks. until just as
wasps, irish-catholics and our crowd jews once made the ascent from immigrants to powerbrokers, it is now the indian-american's
turn. citigroup, pepsico and mastercard are just a handful of the fortune 500 companies led by a group known as the "twice
blessed." yet little is known about how these indian emigres (and children of emigres) rose through the ranks. until now... the
collapse of the galleon group--a hedge fund that managed more than $7 billion in assets--from criminal charges of insider trading
was a sensational case that pitted prosecutor preet bharara, himself the son of indian immigrants, against the best and brightest of
the south asian business community. at the center of the case was self-described king of kings, galleon's founder raj rajaratnam, a
sri-lankan-born, wharton-educated billionaire. but the most shocking allegation was that the éminence grise of indian business,
rajat gupta, was rajaratnam's accomplice and mole. if not for gupta's nose-to-the-grindstone rise to head up mckinsey & co and a
position on the goldman sachs board, men like rajaratnam would have never made it to the top of america's moneyed elite. author
anita raghavan criss-crosses the globe from wall street boardrooms to delhi's indian institute of technology as she uncovers the
secrets of this subculture--an incredible tale of triumph, temptation and tragedy. .more
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ROCKED PART 1: A NEW ADULT ROCKSTAR ROMANCE
(BILLIONAIRE'S OBSESSION SERIES)
"scorching hot new adult romance." - alexia morecombry. "could not put it down.
on edge!" - janine grenwiche-tobias. genre: contemporary / new adult billionaire
romance. for 18+ readers. cliffhanger. serial romance. rock star billionaire johnny
q venom would rather be writing songs and performing for small audiences than
flying across the globe for concerts and celebrity a "scorching hot new adult
romance." - alexia morecombry. "could not put it down. on edge!" - janine
grenwiche-tobias. genre: contemporary / new adult billionaire romance. for 18+
readers. cliffhanger. serial romance. rock star billionaire johnny q venom would
rather be writing songs and performing for small audiences than flying across the
globe for concerts and celebrity appearances. the man knows exactly what he
Readable/Downloadable
wants...to possess amanda baker completely. for over three years, johnny has
followed amanda's rise and fall as female wrestler roxy punisher. and now that the
time is right, he will pull out all the stops to finally have her. can he break down
amanda's emotional defenses and win her over? forced to retire from her passion
of female mma wrestling in her early twenties, full-time security guard amanda
baker gets the opportunity of a lifetime -- to be the personal bodyguard of multiplatinum rockstar johnny q venom. and for more money that she has ever seen.
what amanda doesn't know is her new employer has secretly been her biggest fan
for years. will the handsome billionaire be her model boss, or will their sizzling
attraction to each other cause her more problems than it's worth? note. includes
the bonus book, edge of the heat 1 by lisa ladew. .more

THE NAUGHTY BILLIONAIRE'S VIRGIN FIANCEE (SHADES OF
NAUGHTY)
the best laid plans... branson welles doesn't want a fiancée, but he better get one
fast before his controlling grandfather yanks his trust fund out from under him.
how convenient that recent college grad jen needs money to pay her school loan
just when bran needs to hire a girl to play the role of his new lady love. it's the
perfect plan, until the sexual attraction makes the best laid plans. branson welles
doesn't want a fiancée, but he better get one fast before his controlling grandfather Readable/Downloadable
yanks his trust fund out from under him. how convenient that recent college grad
jen needs money to pay her school loan just when bran needs to hire a girl to play
the role of his new lady love. it's the perfect plan, until the sexual attraction makes
it impossible for them to keep it strictly business. one night together leads to
another and before he knows it, bran doesn't want to fake it any longer. could the
naughty billionaire playboy really be ready to settle down, and with a virgin?
.more

THE ITALIAN BILLIONAIRE'S SECRET LOVE CHILD (MODERN
ROMANCE)
after charlie was seduced by gorgeous riccardo di napoli, she was shocked to find
he was from an elite italian family and was one of the country's wealthiest
businessmen. knowing the powerful tycoon could never love an ordinary english
girl, charlie fled, taking her precious secret with her. now riccardo wanted charlie
in his bed once more! but charlie was wary. she knew t after charlie was seduced
by gorgeous riccardo di napoli, she was shocked to find he was from an elite
italian family and was one of the country's wealthiest businessmen. knowing the
powerful tycoon could never love an ordinary english girl, charlie fled, taking her
precious secret with her. now riccardo wanted charlie in his bed once more! but
charlie was wary. she knew that once riccardo discovered the truth, he would
claim her child as his own…and charlie as his convenient wife! ...more
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THE GREEK BILLIONAIRE'S INNOCENT PRINCESS (THE ROYAL HOUSE OF KAREDES
#5)
plain, plump kitty karedes is the forgotten princess--until she has to host the palace ball. kitty plans
everything perfectly, but doesn't have time to buy herself a showstopping dress!at the ball, greek tycoon
nikos angelaki mistakes homely kitty for a waitress. she flees, her confidence in tatters but her identity
still a secret. when nikos espies her again, she's swimmi plain, plump kitty karedes is the forgotten
Readable/Downloadable
princess--until she has to host the palace ball. kitty plans everything perfectly, but doesn't have time to
buy herself a showstopping dress!at the ball, greek tycoon nikos angelaki mistakes homely kitty for a
waitress. she flees, her confidence in tatters but her identity still a secret. when nikos espies her again,
she's swimming naked in the moonlight--her frumpy clothes were hiding luscious curves! but next
morning nik discovers he's seduced a princess...and made her pregnant with his baby! .more
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THE BILLIONAIRE'S VIRGIN BRIDE (MILLS &AMP; BOON COMICS)
the orphaned tess is told that she is to inherit her long-lost grandfather dell
lorimer's fortune by his current heir, cade. her father was a junkie, and she doesn't
want to remember him! so tess refuses to cooperate, but is moved by cade's
serious eyes and dell's honest heart. tess accepts the offer and tours the lorimer
family business, growing more and more attracted to the orphaned tess is told that
she is to inherit her long-lost grandfather dell lorimer's fortune by his current heir,
cade. her father was a junkie, and she doesn't want to remember him! so tess
refuses to cooperate, but is moved by cade's serious eyes and dell's honest heart.
tess accepts the offer and tours the lorimer family business, growing more and
more attracted to cade until... .more
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THE BILLIONAIRE'S ASSISTANT PART 12: WICKED PASSIONS (THE
NEW DOMINATORS #12)
the billionaire’s assistant part 12: wicked passions — the twelfth part in the longrunning series that’s a little fantasy, a little contemporary, a little billionaire and
hot as hades! corey is personal executive assistant to billionaire lucas hain. lucas,
a take-charge alpha male, has secret motives for wanting corey to work for
him…and for her to warm his bed. he also ha the billionaire’s assistant part 12:
wicked passions — the twelfth part in the long-running series that’s a little
fantasy, a little contemporary, a little billionaire and hot as hades! corey is
personal executive assistant to billionaire lucas hain. lucas, a take-charge alpha
male, has secret motives for wanting corey to work for him…and for her to warm
his bed. he also has enemies who are aware of corey’s special qualities and are
determined to have her for the same reasons. corey and lucas travel across the
sahara desert in an epic journey toward the sandman’s lair. their passage across
the dunes is marked by danger as they approach the catalyst and begin feeling the
effects of its proximity. while their journey is filled with sand and heat and hot
sunshine, the nights are even hotter as corey experiences some of the steamiest
passion of her life. beneath an amazing spray of stars, she discovers an exciting
new secret she’s certain will not only draw her and lucas closer together, but will
change their lives forever… wicked passions is a ~16,000 word erotic romance
intended for those who like wicked hot, scandalous and sometimes kinky stories
that make you feel like you’re there, experiencing it yourself! ...more
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HOW TO KNIT A WILD BIKINI (MALIBU AND EWE (BILLIONAIRE'S
BEACH) #1)
an irresistible read (susan wiggs) from berkley's newest bestselling author. the
beachside knitting shop malibu & ewe is the perfect place for l.a.'s hip young
crowd to enjoy colorful yarn and intimate conversation. for personal chef nikki
carmichael, it could be the softest place to land if her new job falls through.
working for magazine writer jay buchanan has come wi an irresistible read (susan
wiggs) from berkley's newest bestselling author. the beachside knitting shop
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malibu & ewe is the perfect place for l.a.'s hip young crowd to enjoy colorful yarn
and intimate conversation. for personal chef nikki carmichael, it could be the
softest place to land if her new job falls through. working for magazine writer jay
buchanan has come with some strange conditions—like pretending to be his
girlfriend. as for jay, he finds himself drawn to the kitchen, where he's intrigued
by his sexy cook's ability to withstand the heat between them. and now he thinks
it's time to turn up the flames. ...more

THE BILLIONAIRE'S DESIRE 3: ULTIMATE BLISS (THE HUNTER
FAMILY #3)
not the life she expected when sarah vaughn agreed to the terms of the contract with
joshua hunter, she never thought she would actually fall for the gorgeous billionaire.
now he wants to extend her contract, retaining control for a longer period of time. sarah
agrees but is determined to get the stoic billionaire to open up to her. she meets his
dashing cousin, ethan, who not the life she expected when sarah vaughn agreed to the
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terms of the contract with joshua hunter, she never thought she would actually fall for
the gorgeous billionaire. now he wants to extend her contract, retaining control for a
longer period of time. sarah agrees but is determined to get the stoic billionaire to open
up to her. she meets his dashing cousin, ethan, who tries to pursue her and the jealous
billionaire is none too pleased. but does ethan really want sarah or is he just trying to
rattle his cousin? and does sarah finally get fed up with joshua's jealousy? ...more
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THE BILLIONAIRE'S SECRET BABY (HARLEQUIN ROMANCE
MANGA)
why is jack tarkenton here? meg doubts her eyes. why would he turn up at her
husband's funeral of all places? jack, the son of an affluent family that rivals the
kennedys, spent a passionate night with meg 5 years ago. from this union, their
daughter, katie, was born. jack does not know about katie, and meg does not
intend to tell him. however, now that he's approached meg why is jack tarkenton
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here? meg doubts her eyes. why would he turn up at her husband's funeral of all
places? jack, the son of an affluent family that rivals the kennedys, spent a
passionate night with meg 5 years ago. from this union, their daughter, katie, was
born. jack does not know about katie, and meg does not intend to tell him.
however, now that he's approached meg, this exceptionally wealthy and handsome
man intimidates and overpowers her. even though she never wants anything to do
with him ever again! ...more

FORBIDDEN: THE BILLIONAIRE'S VIRGIN PRINCESS (ROYAL
BRIDES #7)
sebastian hawk is a master in business and in the bedroom. there is no place for
emotion in his world.lina is a headstrong and reckless princess in need of
protection and sebastian is called in to provide round-the-clock security. her
provocative innocence is too enticing, and sebastian loses his legendary self-control and beds her...only to discover she's still a virgin. sebastian hawk is a
master in business and in the bedroom. there is no place for emotion in his
world.lina is a headstrong and reckless princess in need of protection and
sebastian is called in to provide round-the-clock security. her provocative
innocence is too enticing, and sebastian loses his legendary self--control and beds
her.only to discover she's still a virgin .more
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TESTING ALICE : BECOMING THE BILLIONAIRE'S TOY (OFFICE
SURRENDER #3)
alice : straight out of college and falling for her billionaire boss. oliver : wealthy,
accomplished. and more than a little lonely sometimes. alice is still a jeans and
sneakers kind of girl when she takes up her internship at oliver porter’s company.
she falls for him before she even knows who he is. determined to catch his
attention, she resolves to transform herself alice : straight out of college and
falling for her billionaire boss. oliver : wealthy, accomplished. and more than a
little lonely sometimes. alice is still a jeans and sneakers kind of girl when she
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takes up her internship at oliver porter’s company. she falls for him before she
even knows who he is. determined to catch his attention, she resolves to transform
herself into a woman he will simply have to take. oliver keeps his heart locked
away, safe from falling. he’s learned the hard way that trust should never come
easy. until alice comes along and shows him how irresistible the right woman can
be. even then, he needs a very particular sort of arrangement. an arrangement that
he can be sure of. an arrangement where alice will be entirely his. office surrender
is a collection of standalone short stories featuring dominant men - and women
who learn to submit. ...more

BILLIONAIRE'S CONTRACT ENGAGEMENT (DIAMOND TYCOONS
#2)
he'd wanted her for six months. and the opportunity had finally arrived to make
celia taylor his—at least temporarily. billionaire businessman evan reese knew she
was desperate to get him to sign with maddox communications. perhaps he would.
but first celia needed to accompany him to beautiful catalina for a family
wedding. there he would wine, dine and seduce the stunning he'd wanted her for
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six months. and the opportunity had finally arrived to make celia taylor his—at
least temporarily. billionaire businessman evan reese knew she was desperate to
get him to sign with maddox communications. perhaps he would. but first celia
needed to accompany him to beautiful catalina for a family wedding. there he
would wine, dine and seduce the stunning ad executive…for he knew she desired
him, as well. yet would she still want him when evan told her she'd be playing the
role of his fake fiancée? ...more
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THE BILLIONAIRE'S PREGNANT MISTRESS (PETRONIDES
BROTHERS DUO #1)
when greek billionaire dimitri petronides is forced to give up xandra fortune, his
beautiful mistress, he's certain she won't be too distraught. for all the intense
passion they've shared she's never let him into her heart, and such a commitmentshy woman could never be his wife... but after their split, dimitri discovers that
xandra fortune is not who he thought she was - when greek billionaire dimitri
petronides is forced to give up xandra fortune, his beautiful mistress, he's certain
she won't be too distraught. for all the intense passion they've shared she's never
let him into her heart, and such a commitment-shy woman could never be his
wife. but after their split, dimitri discovers that xandra fortune is not who he
thought she was - and she is also pregnant with his child. now he has to track her
down and claim his mistress as his wife! .more
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THE BILLIONAIRE'S CAPTIVE BRIDE (HARLEQUIN COMICS)
peter ramsey is sydney's foremost billionaire bachelor, but all the fast cars in the
world can't distract him from his quest for love. when he slams on the brakes for a
gaggle of school kids, he quickly falls in love with the young lady guiding the
children. he may think she's just a school teacher, but the cover story erin lavelle
lets him believe isn't the only tall tale peter ramsey is sydney's foremost
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billionaire bachelor, but all the fast cars in the world can't distract him from his
quest for love. when he slams on the brakes for a gaggle of school kids, he
quickly falls in love with the young lady guiding the children. he may think she's
just a school teacher, but the cover story erin lavelle lets him believe isn't the only
tall tale she’s told. will peter still be interested in erin if he knows the whole truth,
or will she let him go on judging her book by its cover? ...more

MINE FOR TONIGHT (THE BILLIONAIRE'S OBSESSION #1 1
(INCLUDED IN #1))
librarian's note: this is an alternate cover edition for asin: b009gku2du. down on
her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress kara foster gets a massive blow to
her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the
streets. needing nothing less than a miracle to save her, kara gets rescue from an
unknown, unlikely and overwhelming source. b librarian's note: this is an alternate
cover edition for asin: b009gku2du. down on her luck, nursing student and fulltime waitress kara foster gets a massive blow to her already desperate financial
situation that will surely find her living on the streets. needing nothing less than a
miracle to save her, kara gets rescue from an unknown, unlikely and
overwhelming source. billionaire simon hudson makes her an offer that is
impossible to refuse, but terrifying to accept from a man that she's never met. will
the handsome, alpha billionaire really be a solution to her problems, or will he end
up being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity? reclusive
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billionaire simon hudson would rather be behind a computer creating computer
games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he
wants...until he meets kara foster. something about kara touches simon in ways
he's never experienced and definitely doesn't like. for over a year, simon watches
over kara, but stubbornly refuses to admit his desire to possess her, not even to
himself. but when she ends up in a situation that could very well be her
destruction, simon steps up to help her, not realizing that in saving kara, he might
very well be salvaging his own soul. "mine for tonight" is book one of "the
billionaire's obsession" . books in this trilogy do not stand alone and need to be
read in order. they include: mine for tonight - book 1 "the billionaire's obsession"
mine for now - book 2 "the billionaire's obsession" mine forever - book 3 "the
billionaire's obsession" and mine completely - a valentine's day romance featuring
simon and kara this is a steamy romance and is not intended for ya readers. it
contains steamy love scenes, explicit language and adult emotion not appropriate
for ya readers. .more
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